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Cloud computing is no longer seen as simply a substitute for on-premises servers and
other more traditional technologies. More than half of executives view the cloud as a
strategic platform for growth and innovation, according to PwC research.1 About one-third
of businesses expect the cloud to improve agility, provide better data analytics, and
support product development.

One aspect of cloud computing that supports swift progress toward company goals
for businesses of all sizes is pre-built tools. Amazon Web Services cloud provides these
tools to help businesses quickly and aordably develop and launch products, gain easier
access to customer and business data, improve customer service, and secure data and
applications.

Read about how AWS cloud has put business goals within reach for three small and
medium-sized companies.

Adopting the cloud speeds development
and boosts business growth
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AWS Customer: Relay Therapeutics

Quicker data analysis helps company
speed time to market

Before scientists can test promising pharmaceuticals in a lab, they need to analyze billions
of molecular compounds to determine which are most likely to work. Biotechnology
company Relay Therapeutics — which conducts leading-edge experimental processes in
structural biology, biophysics, chemistry, and biology — wanted to accelerate this analysis
to speed up the drug discovery process. However, to do so in an on-premises data center
would have been cost-prohibitive, because it would take months with the sheer number of
physical computer processors required.

By adopting AWS cloud, Relay Therapeutics was able to virtually access nearly 100,000
CPUs, so it could analyze billions of compounds a day. In comparison, a traditional IT
environment can analyze several million a day. Because it can scale this virtual computing
capacity up and down as needed, the company estimates that its compute costs are 50%
less than they would be on-premises.

AWS cloud helped Relay Therapeutics use pre-built tools available in AWS cloud to reach
its goals, including:

• Analyzing billions of molecular compounds at a time using the batch processing

solution AWS Batch, to make research more efcient.

• Matching computing capacity with company demand using Amazon Elastic Compute

Cloud (EC2) Spot Instances, which can be turned o and on as needed during

experiments.

• Streamlining and simplifying virtual data analysis using Amazon Athena, an interactive

query service that scientists can use without advanced programming knowledge.
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AWS Customer: GOX

Improved company performance helps to attract more customers

A livestreaming platform for e-sports, GOX launched with on-premises servers and local
broadband connections. The variable quality of the broadband led to streaming delays
of up to 20 seconds, an eternity when it comes to e-sports. It also took GOX up to a week
to scale up to accommodate major livestreaming events, which could attract 90 times as
many users as a typical event.

GOX migrated to AWS cloud to achieve the stability and scalability it needed to gain
traction among gamers, along with the resources necessary to launch iOS and Android
apps. GOX can now scale up for a major event in hours rather than days, and its engineers
have used the time they’d previously devoted to maintaining servers and enabling ramp-
ups to develop features to attract more users.

The average livestream includes 100 streamers and users; on AWS, GOX can easily scale
to support 9,000 users, i needed. Within ve months o adopting AWS cloud, GOX
quadrupled its number of users and increased average user engagement time by 379%,
compared to its previous on-premises platform.

GOX reached its goals using pre-built tools available in AWS cloud, including:

• Creating interactive video experiences for users using Amazon Interactive Video Service

(Amazon IVS), an easy-to-implement livestreaming solution that responds quickly to

user requests.

• Accessing low-cost scalable le storage using Amazon Simple Storage Service

(Amazon S3) to help manage its livestreaming platform.

• Adding virtual servers to handle trafc spikes when it hosts events with popular

streamers or gamers using Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) — and then

closing those servers when they are not needed, to control costs.
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AWS Customer: Keystone Underwriting

A user-friendly and secure portal supports company growth

Keystone Underwriting wanted to create a self-service portal for insurance brokers, to
simpliy the process o nding policy quotes and conrming client coverage. The portal —
which would ultimately eature 30 dierent insurance products or 1,500 occupations
— needed to be highly secure, stable, and efcient, as well as easy or brokers to use.
It also had to be simple to integrate into brokers’ in-house systems, to reduce brokers’
administrative burden so they could focus on advising customers.

By building its portal on the AWS cloud, Keystone was able to implement AWS application
programming interfaces (APIs) that allow it to onboard brokers in just 10 minutes. In the
rst two-and-a-hal years since adopting AWS cloud, Keystone registered 700 brokers,
more than seven times as many as it would have been able to do with a more manual
process. And, it was able to take advantage of AWS’s numerous built-in security tools
right from the start.

Keystone is also able to regularly adjust and customize the portal using detailed
dashboards in AWS. This gives the company exibility to easily make changes or
customers, such as adding a personalized email signature for a broker, or updating
a tax rate or a specic occupation.

Keystone Underwriting reached its goals using pre-built tools available in AWS cloud,
including:

• Maintaining granular control of who can access what data using AWS Identity and Access

Management (IAM) to strengthen security monitoring for sensitive data.

• Implementing two-factor authentication by text messages using Amazon Simple

Notication Service (Amazon SNS), improving security by ensuring only those with

permission can log in.

• Detecting abnormalities or security issues using Amazon CloudWatch for nearly

continuous monitoring of system usage and performance.

• Lowering document storage costs using Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3),

which allows Keystone to scale storage up or down as needed.
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Pre-built tools rom AWS cloud make it possible or businesses to scale aordably
based on data insights, a reliable network, and tools that empower secure growth. After
migrating to the cloud with AWS, companies are positioned to reach their business goals
with 94% less downtime and IT teams that are 64% more efcient, according to IDC
research.2 Businesses that have adopted the cloud can pursue company plans knowing
that they are supported by tools and technology that are reliable, resilient, and secure.

Ready to get started?

Let AWS help you nd the pre-built cloud tools to support your unique business objectives.

1 PwC, “PwC Cloud Business Survey,” www.pwc.com/us/en/tech-eect/cloud/cloud-business-survey.html

2 IDC, “Fostering Business and Organizational Transformation to Generate Business Value With Amazon
Web Services,” https://pages.awscloud.com/rs/112-TZM-766/images/AWS-BV%20IDC%202018
.pdf?aliId=1614258770


